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Abstract— In natural human-to-human interaction and
communication, recognising a person by their voice is a crucial
human trait that most people take for granted. Speaker
recognition is a biometric system that uses particular
characteristics elicited from a user's vocal utterances to
authenticate their individuality. It is the process of
automatically acknowledging the speaker based on the speech.
Primitively, this paper briefly describes all the main aspects of
Automatic Speaker Recognition, such as speaker identification,
verification,
diarization,
feature
extraction, Feature
normalization, Modelling techniques and challenges in speaker
recognition system.
Keywords — Speaker Recognition, Feature Extraction,
Normalization, Modelling Techniques, Challenges in Speaker
Recognition..

I.

INTRODUCTION

Voice is a behavioral biometric that communicates
information about a person's characteristics, such as ethnicity,
age, gender, and emotion. Speaker recognition is the process
of recognizing someone's identity based on their voice [1].
Despite the fact that researchers have been working on
speaker recognition for over eight decades, technological
breakthroughs such as the Internet of Things (IoT), smart
gadgets, voice assistants, smart homes, and humanoids have
made its use fashionable these days. As numerous
applications employ voice to better ordinary human life,
speech signal processing technology has become a prominent
communication technology. ASR is a crucial tool in digital
signal processing for recognizing persons based on their
voice [2,4]. As the human voice is a vital attribute of an
individual, it can supply a lot of information [7,29]. The
human voice contains information such as accent, language,
speech, emotion, gender, and the speaker's identity. Because
of variances in the forms of the vocal tract, larynx diameters,
and other components of human voice production organs,
each person's voice is distinct [8,9]. The pace or speed of a
voice is determined by its volume, pitch level, and quality,
whilst the articulation rate and speech pauses are determined
by the speaker's speaking style [8]. Although multiple review
papers in the field of ASR have been published, each one
addresses a different aspect of the subject.
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SPEECH RECOGNITION VS SPEAKER
RECOGNITION
Speech recognition can help persons with a variety of
disabilities, including those with physical disabilities who
find typing difficult, uncomfortable, or impossible, and those
with dyslexia who have trouble identifying and writing words
[12][29]. Speech recognition's efficacy is significantly
influenced by the language and text corpus [5], as it converts
audio into text. Speaker recognition, on the other hand, is
used to identify the individual who is speaking. Pitch,
speaking manner, and accent are all factors that influence the
disparities [11]. Speaker recognition is utilised in a variety of
applications, including biometrics, security, and even humancomputer interaction.
Table 1.

Speaker recognition vs. Speech recognition.

Features

Speaker
Recognition
Measures voice
pattern,
speaking style,
and other
linguistic
features to
identify who is
speaking.

Speech Recognition

Focus

To identify the
speaker.

To identify and
digitally record
what the speaker is
saying. Vocabulary
of what is being said
by the speaker and
turns the words into
digital texts.

Application

Voice
biometrics.

Speech to text.

Recognition

Recognizes what is
being said and
converts them into
text.
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SPEAKER RECOGNITION
Speaker recognition is a biometric system that uses
particular characteristics elicited from a user's vocal
utterances to authenticate their individuality. It is the
automatic process of recognising the speaker based on the
characteristics of the voice signal [3]. A conventional speaker
recognition system assesses a person's individuality by
measuring the features of their voice or speech. The most
reasonable way to evolve human perceptions is through voice
or speaking. ASR systems have grown in popularity with the
introduction of human-computer research methods [6]. These
sophisticated systems are now employed in a variety of
applications, including person identification, verification,
voice calling, online banking, telephone shopping, security
control, and forensic applications [10]. Pre-processing,
feature extraction, and speaker modelling are the three main
elements of a typical speech recognition system [14]. Based
on the recognition criteria, an ASR can be divided into
numerous classes. The numerous types of speaker recognition
approaches are shown in Figure 1. The shown recognition
approaches are detailed in the following subsections.
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All the categories of speaker recognition work on both text
dependent and text independent and in open and close-set
environment.
TEXT-INDEPENDENT AND TEXT-DEPENDENT
APPROACHES
Text-dependent: Text-dependent ASR approach [8]– [13]
defines a method in which the test utterance is equivalent to
the text used during the enrolling phase. The test speaker has
prior experience with the model. The local lexicon has a low
enrollment and trial stage, making it difficult to get an
accurate result. Despite this, it confronts minimal scientific
and technical difficulties. With feature extraction approach,
speaker modelling, and score normalization using a
likelihood ratio score, the first text-dependent speaker
identification established the essential characteristics of the
current state of the art in the 1990s [14].
Text-Independent: The voice signal's training and testing
are completely unconstrained in a text-independent ASR task
[15]– [19]. Both the training and testing phases of the speech
signal normally take a long time to create. In this case, the
test speaker has no prior knowledge of the enrollment phase
samples in the testing phase. Text-independent speaker
recognition, on the other hand, is more convenient than textdependent speaker recognition since the speaker can freely
communicate with the system. To improve accuracy, it will
require more extensive training and testing of utterances. The
open set and closed set speaker recognition challenges, which
are covered in the next section.
a. OPEN-SET CLOSED-SET ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 1. Identification and verification

SPEAKER RECOGNITION CLASSIFICATION
Among the various categorization criteria, speaker
recognition is classified as Automatic speaker identification
(SI)[15], speaker verification (SV) [15], are often regarded as
the most basic and practical methods for avoiding
unauthorized access to computer systems. The following is a
quick description of these subdomains of speaker
recognition:
Speaker identification (SI) is a technique for determining an
anonymous speaker's identity based on their spoken words.
Speaker identification selects the correct speaker from a list
of known voices. It is a method of locating a person using the
various utterances stored in the database. This method uses a
1: N match, in which a specific utterance is compared to N
templates.
Speaker verification (SV) is a technique that uses the
speaker's voice to verify a specific identification. The
acquired properties of the SI system are connected with all of
the speakers' attributes in a voice model database. In SV
systems, on the other hand, the acquired characteristics are
simply related to the speaker's stated stored qualities. One
speaker's speech is compared to one template in a 1:1 match.

Based on the number of qualifying speakers in the system,
ASR designs are classed as open set or closed set. The
following are the two types of ASR methods:
•
An open set method is one in which any number of
trained speakers are used. Because the anonymous speech
could come from a wide range of unknown speakers, this
system is known as an open set [20].
•
Closed set: In a closed set system, only a certain
number of speakers are enrolled. The system uses this
strategy to try to deduce a speaker's individuality from a
collection of recorded voices [21].
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION APPROACHES IN
SPEAKER RECOGNITION
In this article, utterance features are feature parameters
collected from a whole utterance. Because many typical
pattern-recognition algorithms operate on fixed dimension
vectors, this becomes much more essential in the context of
automatic speaker recognition. Acoustic/segmental features
cannot be employed directly with such classifiers due to the
changeable length/duration property of speech. Due to the
time-varying nature and context reliance of speech,
simplistic approaches such as averaging segmental features
over time do not appear to be very effective in this scenario
[22], [23]. Considering the rate of speech as a feature, As it
is evident that two people can have the same speaking rate,
this feature may not be very useful on its own. Single
speaker's peculiar characteristics would be [24], [25] timevarying and context/speech sound dependent. However,
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high-level and long-term characteristics like as dialect,
accent, and tone of voice, Prosody and speaking style/rate are
both useful and beneficial when combined with low-level
acoustic features[26].
a.

AUDITORY VERSUS ACOUSTIC FEATURES

Auditory features are thus defined as aspects of speech that
can “be heard and objectively described” by a trained listener
[27]. These can be specific ways of uttering individual
speech sounds (e.g., the pronunciation of the vowel sounds
in the word hello can be used as auditory features). Acoustic
characteristics, on the other hand, are mathematically
specified parameters extracted from a voice signal by
automated methods. These qualities are obviously used in
automatic systems, but they're also used in computer-assisted
forensic speaker recognition. Acoustic qualities include
fundamental frequency (F0) and formant frequency
bandwidth. Acoustic features extracted from the short-term
power spectrum of speech are commonly used by automatic
systems. Both auditory and acoustic characteristics have
advantages and disadvantages. Two voice samples may
sound extremely similar, but their acoustic characteristics are
drastically different [28]. Alternatively, speech samples may
sound drastically different but share acoustic characteristics
[30]. As a result, it is widely understood that both auditory
and acoustic characteristics are required for accurate speaker
recognition [35]. It might be argued that if reverse
engineering of the human auditory system [31] is effective,
auditory features can be extracted using automatic methods
as well. Physiological based speech features are derived by
analyzing a variety of factors such as experience, personality,
education, community, and communication channels. Two
types of learnt based features are high-level features and
prosodic & Spectro-temporal features. Phonetics, idiolect,
semantics, accent, and pronunciation are all high-level
characteristics [32]. Prosodic and Spectro-temporal
properties, on the other hand, include pitch, energy, rhythm,
duration, and temporal aspects. The non-segmental
appearance of speech created in long utterances, such as
prosodic features, is referred to as prosodic characteristics.
Accent is a technical term that describes pitch changes,
stress, rhythm, loudness, and rhythm [33].
b.

SHORT-TERM VS LONG TERM FEATURES

The feature parameters can be classified as short or long term
depending on their temporal span. The majority of the
qualities that have been described thus far are short-term or
segmental in nature. Short-term acoustic characteristics,
particularly those taken from the speech spectrum, are
commonly used in popular automatic systems [34]. Shortterm features are also useful in auditory forensic
investigation, as evidenced by direct comparisons of the "r"
sound and the consonant–vowel transition [35]. Short-term
parameters are frequently averaged to provide long-term
characteristics (e.g., fundamental frequency, short-term
spectrum). These characteristics have the advantage of being
less susceptible to fluctuations caused by individual speech
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sounds, resulting in a more consistent measurement from a
speech segment. Energy, pitch, and formant contours are
other long-term properties that are measured/averaged over
long time periods. Such properties have also been
successfully exploited in recent automatic systems [39]–
[41]. An utterance-level feature, or utterance feature for
short, is a feature parameter extracted from the entirety of a
voice utterance. As we move forward with the discussion of
automatic systems, this concept will be quite beneficial. In
Behaviour based speech features the length, dimension, and
fold size of the vocal tract all influence these characteristics.
Short-term spectral characteristics are physiological aspects
that can be quantified from tiny spoken utterances; these
characteristics are used to explain the timbre and resonance
characteristics of the subpharyngeal vocal tract's short-term
spectral container. Characteristics of the verbal flow are
voice source properties [35].
III. FEATURE NORMALIZATION
Normalization tries to reduce the mismatch between a
training and test set by adapting the distribution of scores to
test conditions, for example, by shifting the means and
modifying the range of variance of the score distribution.
Normalization techniques at the score level are most
commonly employed in speaker verification, though they can
also be utilized in speaker identification, because they are
quite effective at reducing the discrepancy between the
claimant and the imposer [45] . Desirable properties of
acoustic features (and any feature parameter in a patternrecognition problem) is robustness to degradation. One of the
desirable characteristics of an ideal feature parameter [36] is
that it has this property. In actuality, it's impossible to create
a feature parameter that remains completely unaltered in
altered acoustic settings while also providing useful speakerdependent data. However, employing feature-normalization
approaches like cepstral mean subtraction [37], feature
warping [38], relative spectra (RASTA) processing [42], and
quantile-based cepstral normalization [43], these alterations
can be avoided in a variety of ways.
IV. SPEAKER MODELING TECHNIQUES
The modelling technique is chosen based on the type of
speech, simplicity of training, computational and storage
constraints, and predicted performance [44]. Modeling
Techniques are classified as follows:

Fig. 2. Modelling techniques of Speaker Recognition
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A. Generative Model
Generative models evaluate the distribution of features inside
each speaker. They just need training data samples from the
target speaker to create a statistical/non-statistical model that
characterizes the feature distribution of the target speaker.
Models such as the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), and Vector Quantization are
included in generative model [46].
B. Parametric Model
Parametric models presume a structure that is defined by a set
of parameters. Models such as GMM and HMM are included.
The density can be specified with less data because the form
is constrained. The advantages of these models include
efficient data utilisation, the ability to predict and interpret
changes in data through changes in parameters, and the ability
to use statistical summaries rather than whole data [47]. The
structure is restrictive, which is a disadvantage. The GMM is
a general parametric model in which each speaker is
represented by a pdf (probability density function) that
governs the distribution of his or her feature vectors. It has
the potential to produce irregularly shaped smooth densities
[11][48]. The number of training samples necessary for
successful density estimation in GMM grows exponentially
with the number of features. This is also known as the
Dimensionality Curse [12]. GMM can also make advantage
of temporal information, such as state transition probabilities,
to produce continuous HMM.
C. Non-Parametric Model
In non-parametric models, just the most basic assumptions
about pdf are made. Nearest Neighbour (NN)[23], Vector
Quantization (VQ) [24], and Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW)[49] are the most used approaches. The centroid of
each feature cluster is calculated in VQ. A codebook is a
collection of centroids. The Linde Buzo Gray (LBG)
algorithm is used to produce a codebook for each speaker
[50]. The identified speaker has the least amount of
distortion. The only difference between VQ and the NN
model is that distances between nearest data representations
are measured. As a result, it requires less processing and
memory than NN. VQ has the advantage of requiring less
storage for spectral analysis data. We can attach a phonetic
label with each codebook due to the distinct representation of
speech sounds. Because there are finite numbers of codebook
vectors, VQ has inherent spectrum distortion. As a result,
there is a certain level of quantization error. Quantization
error diminishes as the size of the codebook grows [50].
D. Discriminative Modelling
Models that discriminate between speakers are called
discriminative models. These require training data for both
target and non-target speakers in order to determine the best
separation between them. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are among the models
included (SVMs). Soft computer modelling is another name
for these modelling techniques. Rather than developing
individual speaker models, the decision function between
speakers is trained [28]. Flexible architectures and
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discriminating training power are advantages of these
models, however the best structure is determined by trial and
error. SVM classifiers use a non-linear boundary to separate
complex regions. With far less training data, SVMs can
achieve comparable or better performance than GMM.
V. CHALLENGES IN SPEAKER RECOGNITION
Limited data and lexicon [25]: For modern industrial
purposes, training periods are typically made up of repetitive
duplications of the enrollment lexicon. The trial period is
based on a one-of-a-kind replication of a subset of the
recorded lexicon over the course of 4-5 seconds of speech
input. Studies show that end consumers prefer shorter
registration and testing sessions, therefore some obligations
are limited. In the most serious cases, the testing lexicon is
selected because it closely matches the enrollment lexicon.
Channel Usage [12] : Top clients in actual applications use
a variety of phones, including landlines, payphones, cordless
phones, cell phones, and so on. This increases the impact of
their influence on channel utilisation efficiency. A crosschannel endeavour is defined as a measurement interval that
begins with a different channel from the one used throughout
the training period. It's an important area where speech
recognition architectures need to be improved.
Speaker model ageing [45]: There are several sources of
speaker model ageing, including natural ageing, channel
usage, and behavioural changes. The physiological changes
that occur to the phonatory device over time are associated
with biological ageing. Changes in channel usage over time
may allow the speaker model to become archaic in terms of
current channel usage. As a result, users' behaviour changes
as they become more vulnerable to the speech interface and
restructure how they interact. In conclusion, these factors
have an impact on the models and scores, which is
represented in the efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
Speaker recognition is an eminent research domain widely
investigated and integrated into numerous systems to identify
or verify individuals. Speaker recognition is an eminent
research domain widely investigated and integrated into
numerous systems to identify or verify individuals. Speaker
recognition has been studied actively for several decades. The
article explored the fundamentals of speaker recognition with
its categories, and discussed about various feature extraction
techniques conveyed via the speech spectrum, and discussed
about various modelling techniques based on parametric and
non-parametric division model. This article has given an
extensive study on the challenges persist on speaker
recognition system.
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